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Yu gi oh duel links app store

The performance of search app ratings and reviews provides an overview of users' opinion of your app. Here are the key metrics to help you determine how users evaluate your app and how successful your review management strategy is. Number of reviews, total 52 726 Avg rating, total4.8 ◆Yu-Gi-Oh! is available on-the-go as a mobile app! Do you have
what it takes to be the King of the Games? &lt;br&gt;‧Easy to learn rules and simple checks for beginners! Exciting and rewarding gameplay for Yu-Gi-Oh! Veterans! &lt;br&gt;‧Fight players from all over the world in this action-packed PvP! card game &lt;br&gt;‧A huge cast of characters from Yu-Gi-Oh!, Yu-Gi-Oh! GX, Yu-Gi-Z! 5D, and Yu-Gi-Oh! THE
DARK SIDE OF DIMENSIONS! &lt;br&gt;‧Duel as Yami Yugi, Seto Kaiba, Jayden Yuki, Yussei Fudo and more, from all over the canon! &lt;br&gt;%With voicework from the cast members of the original shows! &lt;br&gt;‧Epic 3D cutscenes when called ace monsters! &lt;br&gt;‧Collect cards to create your own Deck and defeat your opponents!
&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;[FEATURES] &lt;br&gt;-Duels &lt;br&gt;Yu-Gi-O! TCG (Trading Card Game) is redefined on mobile with newly designed, intuitive controls optimized for mobile devices! Also, signature monsters like Dark Magician and Blue-Eyes White Dragon make their appearance with dynamic graphics! &lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;-Single Campaign (Duel World)
&lt;br&gt;Enjoy Dueling with your favorite characters from Yu-Gi-Oh! World and complete the Stage missions to earn various rewards! &lt;br&gt;New cards can be acquired in the Store! &lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;-Gladiators &lt;br&gt;Yugi Challenge, Kaiba, Joey, Mai and other legendary Duelists! Complete specific missions to unlock and use these characters!
&lt;br&gt;Earn skills and rewards by leveling up your favorites and aiming for dominance! &lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;-Online PvP &lt;br&gt;With Yu-Gi-O! Duel Links, participate in heated duels anytime and anywhere with players from all over the world! Climb through the rankings and take your place as the World Duel King! &lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;-Decks &lt;br&gt;Use
the cards you collect in the game to create and edit your trusted deck to take on opponents! &lt;br&gt;Stay tuned for future card additions! &lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;[ABOUT Yu-Gi-Oh!] &lt;br&gt;Yu-Gi-Oh! is a popular manga created by Kazuki Takahashi that has been seriesed at SHUEISHA Inc WEEKLY JUMP since 1996. Konami Digital Entertainment Co., Ltd.
provides a trading card game (TCG) and console games, based on Yu-Gi-Oh! anime series created by the original manga, enjoyed around the world. &lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;[Supported operating system] &lt;br&gt;iOS 9.0 and above More user reviews affect site conversion and app evaluation. Recommended and useful reviews are the first to be noticed by users
and in case no response can affect the download rate. That is why it is highly recommended that you respond to them. I've played since I came out and had no reason to spend money on. The game does a good job in providing enough free free either as a free bonus or as achievement rewards and event rewards to allow players to build your own deck and
keep up with the new cards added. The PvP is great and fun, unfortunately, since introducing the ability to copy everyone's deck recipe, the PvP gets boring pretty quickly because you can find yourself dueling different players who all use the same deck. Every time you duel someone you can copy the recipe of that player's deck. Now about 80% to 90% of
the PvP duels you play will be against players who all use the same deck, the higher you are in the rankings the more likely it is that you will duel someone who uses the same deck as your opponent in the previous duel. Don't get me wrong it's easy to build a deck of cards to deal with the current common deck used which you can easily find out which is by
checking out the current list of popular cards used by players. But the repetitive nature that PvP has become has made the game boring for me. Final Thoughts – Both the PvE and PvP are solid with a continuous loop of events that give great rewards and have happened since the beginning. In the game market it is completely optional and I have never felt
the need to spend money on the game. I commend the business model of the dev team and for this reason I will give it 5 stars not 4 as originally planned. This game has no heart. PvP is ruled by people who load their decks with the same cards to point to higher levels each race feels the same and can be won in the first 3 turns. This game would be much
better if some of the cheesier cards that allow you to call 3 or 4 monsters per series were really rare and not distributed at all. I want a real duel not just watching someone play their half deck with a turn and win. I also don't understand the shuffle aspect. I noticed some of my best spell cards rarely put in my hand, while the same 3 cards would constantly be
put in my hand. I once got to turn 30 by plotting strategy and using my spell and trap cards in the hope of sharing my favorite magic paper just to never see it in the 15 turns I had. Not only in those 15 turns, but I played 15 straight PvPs and I didn't see that card once. Theres no way these cards are shuffled as they are supposed to be. I've even rearranged my
deck and I don't see any improvement. Overall playing the computer at higher levels is but PvPs get monotonous when everyone plays the same way in order to get quick and cheesy wins in 3 turns. I want to really duel, like in anime/game. Not just cheese calling cards to get all my best monsters in turn 2. That's not the way the game is played. No one calls
their best monster in 2 turns in any episodes ive ever seen. I really like this app. I played Hearthstone, but it felt like such a horrible grind just to get cards that were remotely useful. This application gives you so many options to get get fast enough. You can definitely pay for the packages, and I've honestly considered it (because legally I want to support this
app, not really because I need the cards), but the nice thing is that I don't feel like I have to to play competitively. I want to throw a special shout out at a certain feature that really deserves recognition: the wanderer. If you don't know the reputation of just doing a quick Google search, it has challenges that make it hard to win, but used super op decks that
seemed to always get the best draws. With the recent changes to vagabond I see him as a really valuable resource in the game. Its challenges are a little better tuned, and XP's profits are still wonderful. The thing that really adds value, though, is that the wanderer gives you the opportunity to look at his deck after his duel. Its decks are taken from high-level
duelists, so this is a great way to see what the best players are using, what is meta, and what is tech'd on some decks. Overall this is an easy 5 stars. I have personally recommended this app to friends by word of mouth and will gladly continue to play it! This game can be played using free to play, and they have gone a long way in this regard. I've played
since the game came out and I absolutely love it. My only warning to people is that if I enjoy it as much as I did and I'd be able to play competitively I should throw enough money. For example, if a new box comes out you need to throw $100 to $200 to get three copies of the cards. They have sales, ranked tickets, and events that are a good way to get cards
for free, but as I said before without dropping some money you won't get the advantage that some have, and depending on the deck type it could be a huge disadvantage. I've noticed recently that when a box comes out there they rarely now become much better cards, which is easier for F2P people to obtain, and they have events all the time to collect
cards. Finally, if you want to be competitive in this game you also need to spend a lot of time! If an event comes and you miss this opportunity to get these cards it may mean that you won't be able to use the best arch type for a long time. So remember the facts, the games are fun and well designed, they are free to play if you just want to have fun and be
semi competitive, you will throw a lot of money to stay up to date with the meta, and you will have to spend a lot of time playing the events and sort or stay behind. Hope this helps anyone who wants to play. This is probably the most fun Yu-Gi-Oh! Experience I've ever had. And I really like Yu-Gi-O! In general. I was hesitant at first because the smallest game
on the board. But after the game, I really like it. I like the idea of fast games. It allows me to practice certain strategies faster than the original game. It's more. More. The show that way. I also love the voice acting and the time that developers put into it. I can really feel the heart that came into it. I am constantly surprised because of the innovative new updates
that come constantly in this game!!! I really can't. I believe this game is free! Under no circumstances do you have to pay to win. The choice is there if you want it, but I've only paid once, and I really don't need to. I honestly felt guilty that I didn't pay at least a little. It's really good. If you like Yu-Gi-Oh, this app is a must have. I've even shown this app to some
of my friends who've just heard of Yu-Gi-Oh!, and I've gotten some of them linked. You don't have to be a Yu-Guy-O fan! To appreciate a well-cooked game. I just want to personally thank everyone who put in the work to perfect this game. Every little corner that wasn't cut goes too far, and I'm sure I'm talking to a lot of people who regularly play this game,
thank you guys so much!!!!! Yu-Gi-O! Duel Links is in the games &amp; role playing &amp; entertainment &amp; card rankings The last update was on January 22, 2020 and the current version is 4.3.1. To see all the other keys and revenue click here 1068378177 Yu-Gi-Oh! Duel Links have 52 726a user comments. Yu-Gi-O! Duel links were released in the
App Store. Developed by KONAMI, who have also released the following applications. Yu-Gi-Oh! Duel Links has 52 726 user comments. Yu-Gi-O! Duel Links has an average score of 4.8. The latest version of Yu-Gi-Oh! Duel Links 4.3.1 was released on January 22, 2020. You can download Yu-Gi-Oh! Duel Links here here
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